Close Up Photography Kodak Workshop Series
chapter 12-close-up and macro photography - chapter 12-close-up and macro photography . close-up
images all taken with hipstamatic on the iphone . close-up and macro examples all taken with close-up filter or
reverse mount lens . ... •close-up photography is a more general term that refers to any image that gives the
viewer a close kodak - jack and sue drafahl - kodak gold f/4. after shooting more than a roll, we switched to
a 500mm f/8 mirror lens. this reduced the shutter speed to v^ooo, but we found the resulting images from
both lenses to be superior. our third test was a nature safari, which we used to check both film speed and
image quality—the key ingredients for fast-paced close-up photography. techniques of biological close-up
photography - techniques of biological close-up photography david t. webb and anne d. webb department of
biology queen’s university kingston, canada k7l 3n6 ... by the kodak films. agfachrome is especially good for
natural-light photog- biological close-up photography 21 raphy. however, these films have a large grain which
makes them less desir- kodak easyshare z812 is zoom digital camera - close-up/macro, landscape, or
manual focus setting. to exit, press the button until the icon turns off. close-up/ macro, landscape, manual
mode icon purpose details close-up/ macro to gain sharpness and detail in pictures at close range use
available light instead of flash if possible. camera automatically sets the focus distance at-20 photography
in your science fair project - eastman kodak company offers a special award to the ... for example, close-up
photography and infrared and ultraviolet p hotography can be used to ascertain the age, the authenticity, and
the ... photography in your science fair project eastman kodak company ... kodak professional ultra color
films / 100uc and 400uc - wildlife, and lifestyle photography. kodak ... * use f/5.6 for backlit close-up
subjects. ... kodak professional ultra color films / 100uc and 400uc • e-4035 3 * cct = correlated color
temperature. phosphor emission emulates the color temperature of a continuous spectrum lamp, such as
tungsten. ... pop-up flash macro photography - fws - pop-up flash macro photography high quality macro
for the poverty-stricken photographer arthur s. vaughan, honnec ... nikon 3t and 4t close-up lenses: these are
two element highly corrected close-up lenses offering ... 2.8 from a broken kodak carousel slide projector. with
a little work a 52mm reverse adapter can be fitted to the front end. the digital photo-documentation in the
fne program - email - 6. for better close-up photography consider using the close-up option (click the closeup button on top of the camera until a tulip appears on the digital screen). 7. utilize zoom to get as close as
possible to the injury without excluding any portion of the injury from the full photo. 8. kodak professional
ektapress films - industrial photography. an improved version of kodak professional ektapress film pj800,
kodak professional’s first ... * use ƒ/5.6 for backlit close-up subjects. 1/500 f/11* 1/1000 f/11* weak, hazy sun
(soft shadows) 1/125 f/8 1/500 f/8 ... 4 kodak professional ektapress films • e-116 printing negatives kodak
professional ektar 100 film - 2 kodak professional ektar 100 film • e-4046 daylight use the exposures in the
table below for average frontlit subjects from 2 hours after sunrise to 2 hours before sunset. * use f/5.6 for
backlit close-up subjects. † use f/8 for backlit close-up subjects. ‡ subject shaded from the sun but lighted by a
large area of sky. appendix k: photography - national park service - appendix k: photography a. museum
record photography 1. why should i photograph ... or inscriptions, you may need close-up shots of particular
areas. on the other hand, many objects may need only one photo taken at different exposures. ... • kodak plusx 125 • kodak tri-x
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